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Flare Facts
• Flaring is a necessary safety measure to combust material that cannot be 

safely stored or otherwise processed.  These safety devices protect our 
employees, our neighbors, the environment and our equipment. 

• Flaring will typically occur during maintenance activities, including process unit 
startup, shutdown and other turnaround events.  Flaring events are managed 
in accordance with the Valero Benicia Refinery - Flare Minimization Plan

• Flaring as permitted by the BAAQMD and EPA, to combust material to their 
least harmful constituents: CO2, NOx, SO2. 

• The estimated emissions reported to CAL-EMA and other agencies is based on 
the concentration in the flared material and the total volume of material flared. 

• SO2 is measured by Ground Level Monitors (GLMs) which have been in 
service for decades, as well as the open-path monitors posted on the      
Valero Benicia Refinery - Air Quality Monitoring Program website.

• Typical flaring events rarely register on these monitors, due to the elevation of 
the flares and prevailing winds. The SO2 is dispersed at a higher elevation 
driven by the flare’s height (over 300’ above grade) and the prevailing winds.

• When refinery operations require flaring, it cannot be deferred to a more 
convenient day or time because it is a safety measure taken when necessary.

http://www.baaqmd.gov/plans-and-climate/emission-tracking-and-monitoring/flare-minimization-plans
http://www.beniciarefineryairmonitors.org/
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Flare Vent Gas Volume – Reducing Flaring

PG&E 

outage
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City of Benicia - Noise Ordinance

 In June 2018, the Benicia city council updated the noise ordinance for the Industrial Park.

 The maximum permissible decibel levels are set at 75 dBA, during all time periods, throughout the day. 

 Atmospheric conditions, such as wind direction, can increase or decease sound decimal levels and Valero preforms 
decimeter readings to make sure operational activities are below the industrial park’s noise ordinance threshold.  

 Noises associated with the flaring process and sounds such as the release and production of steam coming from our 
operations is monitored by refinery personnel & the Benicia Fire Department.
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Questions and Answers


